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Abstract. Data-oriented attacks are gaining traction thanks to advances
in code-centric mitigation techniques for memory corruption vulnerabil-
ities. Previous work on mitigating data-oriented attacks includes Data
Space Randomization (DSR). DSR classifies program variables into a set
of equivalence classes, and encrypts variables with a key randomly chosen
for each equivalence class. This thwarts memory corruption attacks that
introduce illegitimate data flows. However, existing implementations of
DSR trade precision for better run-time performance, which leaves attack-
ers sufficient leeway to mount attacks. In this paper, we show that high
precision and good run-time performance are not mutually exclusive. We
present HARD, a precise and efficient hardware-assisted implementation
of DSR. HARD distinguishes a larger number of equivalence classes, and
incurs lower run-time overhead than software-only DSR. Our implemen-
tation achieves run-time overheads of just 6.61% on average, while the
software version with the same protection costs 40.96%.

1 Introduction

Memory corruption exploits remain an important attack vector in practice. At-
tempts to eliminate this class of vulnerabilities are being undertaken from many
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angles including i) migration to type safe languages, ii) static and dynamic
program analysis, and iii) retrofitting unsafe code with memory safety mecha-
nisms. Automatic exploit mitigations have also been highly effective at driving
up the cost of exploitation, and are transparent to developers and end-users.
They also avoid the substantial overheads associated with full memory safety
enforcement [27,28,26]. Mitigation techniques such as Address Space Layout
Randomization (ASLR), Data Execution Prevention, and Control Flow Integrity
(CFI) are widely deployed in modern systems. These techniques increase the
difficulty of performing arbitrary code execution attacks, which has encouraged
attackers to explore alternatives such as data-oriented attacks [7,13,14]. These
attacks corrupt program’s data flow without diverting its control flow.

Data Space Randomization (DSR) is a promising defense that mitigates
data-oriented attacks [3,4]. DSR thwarts unintended data flows while leaving all
legitimate data flows unaffected. To do so, DSR encrypts variables that are stored
in the program’s memory, and it uses different random keys to encrypt unrelated
variables. Generating these keys with sufficient entropy makes the results of load
and store operations that violate the program’s intended data flow unpredictable,
and thus hinders reliable construction of data-oriented attacks.

Prior work on DSR makes several trade-offs that favor run-time performance
over security. First, existing versions of DSR do not encrypt variables that cannot
be used as the base of an overflow attack. This leaves programs unprotected
against temporal memory exploits such as use-after-free or uninitialized reads.
Second, prior versions often use weak encryption keys to avoid the cost of handling
unaligned memory accesses. Lastly, existing implementations rely on imprecise
program analyses, which leads them to incorrectly classify many variables as
related. As a result, these unrelated variables are encrypted with the same keys.
Many unintended data flows are therefore still possible, which gives attackers
some leeway to construct exploits.

This motivated our work on Hardware-Assisted Randomization of Data
(HARD), a hardware-assisted implementation of more precise DSR. HARD offers
greater security than prior approaches by distinguishing more unrelated variables.
To do this, HARD uses a context-sensitive points-to analysis and generates
encryption operations that use calling context-specific keys. HARD also encrypts
all of the program data, and consistently uses strong 64-bit encryption keys. Thus,
unlike existing schemes, HARD does not compromise its security guarantees for
better run-time performance. Furthermore, HARD incurs less overhead than
prior work thanks to its hardware extensions: specialized instructions to access
encrypted data and efficient caches to manage encryption keys. These extensions
also shield our solution against information leakage attacks because the keys are
managed by the hardware and cannot be accessed from user-space.

In summary, we contribute the following:

– We propose the first context-sensitive DSR scheme, which offers greater
security guarantees than prior solutions by dynamically choosing context-
specific encryption keys based on the results of a context-sensitive analysis.
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Fig. 1. The diagram shows the lists generated in Example 1. (a) shows list X after
initialization at line (a-2). (b) shows the most likely layouts of lists X and Y at line
(b-3). (c) shows the most likely layouts of the lists at line (c-2).

– We describe an ISA extension that efficiently supports our DSR scheme in
hardware, and is also general enough to support all prior DSR designs.

– We implemented our DSR scheme and ISA extension in HARD and show
that HARD achieves high precision with low overhead.

2 Background

Our goal is to thwart attacks that violate the intended data flow of a program.
Example 1 illustrates two such violations: a use-after-free and an uninitialized read.
Both types of unintended data flows are highly relevant in practice. Use-after-free
is commonly exploited to attack high-profile targets such as web browsers and
operating system kernels [30], and well-known Heartbleed bug was, at its core,
an uninitialized read vulnerability [8].

At lines (a-1) and (a-2) in the example, the program allocates and initializes
a list, X, as depicted in Figure 1-(a). At line (b-1), the program frees the second
element of list X, so the Next member of the first element becomes a dangling
pointer. The program then allocates a new list, Y, at line (b-2). The program
now reads the contents of list Y without initialization at line (b-3). Due to the
deterministic nature of common memory allocators such as dlmalloc [22], the two
lists will likely be laid out in the memory as shown in Figure 1-(b). Thus, the
data read at line (b-3) will likely include the recently free’d element of list X.

The rest of the example demonstrates the use-after-free vulnerability. The
program attempts to print the contents of list X, whose second element was freed
at line (b-1). A deterministic memory allocator may allocate the list X as shown
in Figure 1-(c), and the dumped list includes elements of list Y.

2.1 Mitigation with DSR

DSR mitigates such unintended data flows by randomizing the representation of
program data in memory. DSR relies on alias analysis to compute the points-to
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struct list { struct list *Next; int Data; };

list *makeList(int Num) {

list *New = new list;

New->Next = Num ? makeList(Num-1) : 0;

return New;

}

void fillList(list* L, int base) {

if(L->Next) fillList(L->Next, base+1);

L->Data = base;

}

void dumpList(list* L) {

for (list* T = L; T->Next; T = T->Next)

printf("%d\n", T->Data);

}

int main(int argc, char** argv) {

list *X = makeList(3); // (a-1)

fillList(X,10); // (a-2)

free(X->Next); // (b-1)

list *Y = makeList(2); // (b-2)

dumpList(Y); // (b-3)

fillList(Y,20); // (c-1)

dumpList(X); // (c-2)

return 0;

}

Example 1: A synthesized program illustrating use-after-free and uninitialized
read vulnerabilities.

relations between pointers and the storage locations they can reference. Two
pointers are considered aliases if they can reference the same storage location.
Similarly, a pointer p may alias named object o, if p can point to o. Based on the
alias analysis, DSR partitions storage locations into equivalence classes so that
all storage locations belong to an equivalence class. Any two storage locations
that may alias each other belong to the same equivalence class.

DSR encrypts storage locations belonging to different equivalence classes
with distinct encryption keys. Locations belonging to the same equivalence class,
however, must be encrypted with the same key. In the previous example, an
ideal implementation of DSR would see that lists X and Y are disjoint, and would
encrypt them with different keys. An attacker that does not know the keys cannot
extract the true contents of the illegally read list element.

Unfortunately, existing implementations of DSR cannot prevent the exploits in
this example [3,4]. They do consider lists X and Y related because of the imprecise
(context-insensitive) alias analysis which does not consider the functions’ calling
contexts. In the example, both X (at line (a-2)) and Y (at line (c-1)) are passed
as an argument to fillList, and the context-insensitive alias analysis will report
that the formal argument L of fillList may alias both X and Y. Variables X and
Y will therefore be assigned to the same equivalence class.
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In this paper, we avoid this loss of precision by using a context-sensitive
alias analysis. If we analyze our example program with a context-sensitive alias
analysis, we obtain two sets of aliasing relations: one for the calling context
at line (a-2) where fillList’s formal argument L aliases X, and one for the
calling context at line (c-1) where L aliases Y. By taking the calling context into
account, we avoid having to treat X and Y as aliases and can therefore place them
in different equivalence classes.

Leveraging the greater precision of context-sensitive alias analyses is chal-
lenging since the DSR instrumentation code must then take the calling context
into account to determine which encryption key should be used. We discuss this
challenge at length in Section 4, and present a novel DSR scheme that supports
different contexts via dynamic key binding.

3 Threat Model

We assume the following threat model, which is realistic and consistent with
related work in this area [14,33]:

– The victim program contains a memory corruption vulnerability that lets
adversaries read and write arbitrary locations as long as such accesses are
permitted by the MMU.

– The victim program is protected against code injection by enforcing the
W ⊕X policy such that no executable code is writable.

– The victim program runs in user mode and that the host system’s software
running in supervisor mode has not been compromised.

– We do not consider side-channel attacks, flaws in the hardware, or adversaries
that have physical access to the system hosting the victim program.

Note that we do not require that ASLR is enabled, and we do not include any
assumptions about it in our threat model. However HARD is fully compatible
with ASLR, and additional randomness will increase security, for example by
making known plaintext attacks harder (see Section 9).

4 DSR Design

We begin this section by providing a conceptual overview of our design, and then
discuss several key components in detail. Our design can either be realized in
pure software, similar to prior implementations of DSR, or supported by the
hardware extensions we present in Section 5.

Our scheme transforms input programs at the compiler intermediate rep-
resentation (IR) level. The first step is a context-sensitive alias analysis that
categorizes the program’s memory locations into equivalence classes based on
the points-to sets computed by this analysis. We then assign two types of keys
to the memory access instructions in the program, according to the equivalence
classes they access. We assign a static key to instructions that always accesses
the same equivalence class, regardless of its calling context, and a dynamic key to
the others, which may access multiple equivalent classes depending on the calling
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context. The static keys are directly embedded to the data section of the program
so that each instruction can fetch its key, while dynamic keys are passed to a
callee through the context frames, which the caller should construct. Our scheme
transforms 1) function call sites to construct context frames, 2) instructions that
use static keys to fetch their keys from the data section, 3) instructions that use
dynamic keys to fetch their keys from the context frame, 4) all store instructions
to encrypt the data, and 5) all load instructions to decrypt the data.

4.1 Enabling Context Sensitivity

One of our primary goals is to support dynamic key assignment for memory
instructions that may access multiple equivalence classes depending on their
calling contexts. We determine the set of equivalence classes that can be accessed
through dynamic keys as follows. For each function in the program, we identify
the set of equivalence classes reachable from the function’s pointer arguments
or pointer return value. From that set, we remove any equivalence classes which
contain global variables. If an instruction accesses an equivalence class that
contains global variables, then that instruction always accesses that same class,
regardless of which context the function is called from. Thus, such an equivalence
class can safely be removed from the set. The remaining set of equivalence
classes are the dynamic classes in that function. Other classes that are used in
the function, but that are not in the set (i.e., the classes that were removed
because they contain globals, and the classes that are not reachable from the
pointer arguments or pointer return value), are considered static classes. During
instrumentation, we assign dynamic keys to memory access instructions that
target dynamic classes, and static keys to those that target static classes.

Managing Context Frames We store dynamic keys in context frames. For
each function that contains instructions with dynamic keys, we first instrument
all of the function’s callers to create the necessary context frame and to populate
the frame with the keys for the actual callee arguments. We then instrument
the callee so that instructions accessing dynamic classes read the keys from the
context frame.

Handling Indirect Calls Instrumenting indirect call sites complicates this
process because if care is not taken, different target functions could require
different sets of dynamic keys, even if the target functions have the same signature.
To correctly instrument indirect call sites we constrain all functions that may be
called from the same call site to have the same dynamic classes.

Static Equivalence Classes Every instruction that accesses a static class will
always access that static class, regardless of the calling context. Thus, we can
safely assign static keys to instructions that access static classes.

Equivalence classes that contain global variables are always static classes.
To understand why this is always true, consider how a flow-insensitive alias
analysis constructs equivalence classes. An alias analysis evaluates all of the
instructions in the program and incorporates any aliasing relationship introduced
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struct s
int a int b

EC key 11 22 33 44 AA BB CC DD

s.a key = EC key[0..3]
s.b key = (EC key >> 32)[0..3]

int a int b

AA BB CC DD

s.a key = EC key[0..3]
s.b key = EC key[0..3]

AA BB CC DD

Fig. 2. Calculating keys for unaligned accesses under HARD (left side) and prior work
by Cadar et al. (right side). “EC key” is the key for the equivalence class.

by an instruction into the points-to sets. When a flow-insensitive alias analysis
such as ours evaluates a statement such as:

void∗ a = cond i t i on ? &g l o b a l : &funct ion argument ;

it will consider pointer a an alias for both global and function argument, which
will therefore be placed into the same equivalence class. This equivalence class
will now be a static class, because, no matter which context this function is called
from, any instruction that accesses this static class can now potentially access
the memory storage location occupied by global.

4.2 Memory Encryption

We instrument memory access operations so that the values are xor-encrypted
before they are stored to and after they are loaded from memory. The encryp-
tion/decryption instructions we add use the unique randomly-generated 8-byte
key we assign to their respective target equivalence classes.

To use 8-byte keys consistently for all equivalence classes, we must carefully
handle memory accesses which are not 8-byte aligned. For example, consider an
equivalence class containing a structure with two fields, as shown in Figure 2.
When accessing field s.b, we should shift the key to mask the field’s data with the
correct part of the key (left side of the figure). Cadar et al.’s DSR implementation
assigns weaker, repeating keys (right side of Figure 2) to avoid costly shift
operations [4]. We use the hardware support to efficiently handle shift operations.

Our design encrypts all possible equivalence classes. To reduce the run-time
overhead, prior DSR systems did not protect equivalence classes that are “safe”.
An equivalence class is considered safe if a static analysis can show that none of
the accesses to that equivalence class can read or write outside the bounds of
the target object. This weakens their protection against temporal memory errors
such as use-after-free and uninitialized read. Our hardware extension enables
higher level of protection with reasonable overhead.

4.3 Support for External Code and Data

We designed our scheme to allow interaction with external code. To do so, we
must ensure that any encrypted data is decrypted before it is accessed by the
external code, and re-encrypted afterwards. Otherwise, we cannot encrypt any
equivalence classes that include the data that is passed to the external functions.
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To maximize the amount of memory we encrypt, we use wrapper functions around
calls to known external functions, as was done in prior DSR implementations.
However, we cannot encrypt accesses to external global variables because they
could be accessed by external code at any point.

We must also handle function pointers that may escape to external code. An
escaping function pointer could be called by the external code without the proper
keys in the context frame. Therefore, calls through this pointer must not require
dynamic keys. However, it is still possible to pass dynamic keys to direct calls
to the same function. To handle this, we maintain two copies of the affected
functions—one that accepts dynamic keys and one that does not encrypt accesses
to the equivalence classes of the arguments. Note that an attacker may seek to
use the version that does not expect encrypted arguments. However, in order to
redirect control flow to such a function, she will need to overwrite a code pointer.
This memory access will be encrypted, so the attacker will already have to bypass
DSR to perform such an overwrite.

5 Hardware Design

We designed an extension of the RISC-V architecture to accelerate our DSR
scheme’s encryption operations and to protect the encryption keys from informa-
tion leakage attacks. The primary goal of our hardware design is to achieve low
overhead. To accomplish this we use a sophisticated hardware design to accelerate
the encryption operations used by DSR. If both the encryption key and the data
are in the cache, our hardware implementation is able to perform a load or store,
key fetch, and XOR within a single instruction without any additional latency or
pipeline stalls compared to a normal load or store instruction.

Core

Instruction Cache Key Cache Context Cache Data Cache

Level 2 Cache

Memory

Key Table Context Stack

Modified for HARD Added for HARD Allocated for HARD

Fig. 3. Hardware overview for a HARD-enabled system.

Overview. HARD adds or modifies several hardware components, as shown
in Figure 3. When executing a HARD’ened program, the processor uses two
reserved memory regions, the Context Stack and the Key Table, to store and
manage the encryption keys used by the program. The processor accesses these
regions directly using their physical addresses and the regions are not mapped
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into the virtual address space of the protected program. This design ensures that
the encryption keys cannot be leaked, as the MMU forbids accesses to unmapped
memory. The Key Table stores all encryption keys used in the program. To
support dynamically assigned keys, programs must create context frames on the
context stack and copy keys from the Key Table to the context frames.

Both the Context Stack and the Key Table have a corresponding cache: the
Context Cache and the Key Cache respectively. These caches are internal to the
processor and cannot be read by an attacker. Keys are always loaded through
the corresponding caches, and if a key is not present in the cache, the processor
will transparently fetch it from the corresponding memory region. To pair the
caches with their corresponding memory regions, each cache has a base register
containing the physical memory address of the associated memory region.

5.1 Hardware Initialization

The OS kernel is responsible for the initialization of the aforementioned memory
regions and caches. When the OS loads a HARD’ened program, the kernel
allocates the Key Table and initializes it with randomly generated encryption
keys. The kernel then sets the base address register of the Key Cache and activates
the cache using a control register. Finally, the kernel allocates the Context Stack
and sets the base address register of the Context Cache.

5.2 New Instructions

HARD adds two sets of instructions. One set of instructions is used to load data
from or store data to encrypted memory. The other set of instructions is used to
manage the Context Cache and Context Stack.

Memory Access Instructions. The RISC-V instruction set architecture,
which we extend, contains nine load instructions and six store instructions.
For each of these, HARD adds a specialized version that decrypts data when
loading or encrypts data when storing. The specialized instructions use the same
mnemonic as the original instructions, but have a um suffix (for loads) or m suffix
(for stores). The double-word load/store instructions, for example, look as follows:

– ldum rd, id(rb): load a double word from the virtual address stored in reg-
ister rb, decrypt the data with the key at index id in the Key Table/Context
Stack, and write the decrypted data to register rd.

– sdm rd, id(rb): encrypt the data in register rd with the key at index id

in the Key Table/Context Stack and store the encrypted data to the virtual
address in register rb as a double word.

The type of encryption key is encoded in the Most Significant Bit (MSB) of
the index id. If the MSB is set to 0, the remainder of the index id is interpreted
as an index into the Key Table, and the instruction therefore has a statically
assigned key. We refer to these index IDs as static IDs. If the MSB is set to 1,
the remainder of the index id is interpreted as an index into the current context
frame on the Context Stack, and the instruction therefore has a dynamically
assigned key. We refer to these index IDs as dynamic IDs.
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Context Stack Management Instructions. The second group of instruc-
tions are used to manage the Context Stack. Before a new context is entered,
the program should prepare a new context frame on the Context Stack and
copy the keys used within the corresponding context into that frame. This newly
prepared context frame must then be activated before entering the corresponding
context. HARD offers four instructions to prepare, activate, and deactivate
context frames.

– mksc dest id, src id: move the key at index src id in the Key Table to
slot dest id in the context frame under preparation.

– mkcc dest id, src id: move a key from slot src id of the currently acti-
vated context frame to slot dest id of the context frame under preparation.

– drpush cur len: deactivate the active context frame and activate the context
frame under preparation. cur len is the number of slots in the current frame.

– drpop: deactivate the active context frame and activate the previous context
frame.

The mksc, mkcc, and drpush instructions should be used just before calling a
function to provide the matching context frame. Similarly, the drpop instruction
should be used just before a return to restore the matching frame for the caller.

6 DSR Implementation

We implemented our DSR scheme as a link-time optimization pass in LLVM/Clang
3.8 for RISC-V, and use alias analysis algorithms from the PoolAlloc module [20].

6.1 Computing Equivalence Classes

We use Bottom-up Data Structure Analysis (Bottom-up DSA) [21] to categorize
memory objects into equivalence classes. Bottom-up DSA is a context- and
field-sensitive points-to analysis that scales well to large programs. It is context
sensitive to arbitrary length acyclic call paths, and it is speculatively field-
sensitive. It is field-sensitive for type-safe code, and falls back to field-insensitive
for type-unsafe code. The algorithm is unification based and is not flow sensitive.
The output of Bottom-up DSA is a points-to graph for each function, which
incorporates the aliasing effects of all callees of that function (thus ”Bottom-up”).
A node in the points-to graph represents a set of memory objects joined through
aliasing relationships, and nodes represent disjoint sets of objects. Each node
therefore identifies a distinct equivalence class within that function. For each
function and its associated points-to graph, we assign equivalence classes based
on Bhaktar and Sekar’s mask assignment algorithm [3], with a slight modification
to differentiate the static and dynamic equivalence classes.

The first step in class assignment is identifying the dynamic equivalence
classes. To handle indirect calls, we constrain all possible targets of an indirect
call site to have the same dynamic classes. Bottom-up DSA can create classes of
functions that are all callable from the same call site. The analysis result for these
functions is a single points-to graph shared by all functions in the class. Within
this graph all arguments and return values for these functions will share the same
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set of nodes. We use this functionality to compute the set of dynamic classes for
all functions in the class simultaneously. We mark all nodes that are reachable
from the pointer arguments and the pointer return values of each function in
the class, and then remove all nodes that contain global variables or are marked
un-encryptable. The resulting nodes become the set of dynamic classes for every
function in the class. We use the same procedure for functions that are only
called directly, but apply the procedure individually to each function.

For each node and its associated equivalence class, we assign a dynamic ID
if a node is marked as dynamic and a static ID otherwise. If a node contains a
global variable, we ensure that every such class in all functions uses the same
static ID. If a node is marked un-encryptable, we assign it a null static ID which
indicates that memory accesses to this class should not be instrumented.

6.2 Handling External Code and Data

To minimize the number of nodes that need to be marked as un-encryptable, we
implemented wrapper functions for the library functions that our benchmark
programs call (cf. subsection 4.3). A wrapper functions decrypts the variables
in equivalence classes that may be accessed by an external function, and re-
encrypt them when that external function returns. The wrappers must access
keys from the Context Stack and use the new instructions for memory accesses.
To ensure that the correct instructions are used, the wrappers are written in C

using inline assembly code. We manually implemented the wrapper functions for
all 71 C library functions used in SPEC CINT 2000. Implementing new wrappers
is straightforward; writing a wrapper generally takes just a few minutes after
consulting documentation such as man pages. Most wrappers have a predictable
structure, and generating wrappers for many common cases could be automated
by adding annotations to augment the type signature of the function with
additional information. For example, an annotation would distinguish between
different uses of char* arguments, indicating if the pointer refers to a single char

variable, an array, or a null-terminated string.

6.3 Program Transformation

Our transformation pass runs after all analysis steps have completed. It starts
by creating a constructor function that runs before the main function. The
constructor encrypts the initial values of all global variables. After we create the
constructor, we annotate load and store operations with the class ID assigned to
the memory location accessed by the operation. Next, we insert the instructions
to manage the Context Stack. For each call site, we construct a mapping from
the class IDs of the actual arguments in the caller context to the dynamic IDs of
the formal arguments of the callee function. We use this mapping to insert the
mksc and mkcc instructions, which initialize the callee context. We insert drpush
instructions directly before call instructions to switch to the callee’s context,
and we insert drpop before return instructions to restore the caller’s context.
During code generation, we emit the annotated loads and stores as specialized
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instructions with the dynamic or static equivalence class ID encoded into the
immediate operand.

7 Hardware Implementation

We implemented the proposed hardware architecture by extending one of the
instances generated by the Rocket Chip Generator [2]. This instance is composed
of a Rocket Core [24] with a 16KiB L1 instruction cache, a 16KiB L1 data cache,
and a 256KiB unified L2 cache. We extended this system with the two hardware
components described in Section 5, the Key Cache and the Context Cache. We
also modified the core pipeline to interact with these caches.

7.1 Instruction Encoding

To avoid intrusive changes to the existing instruction decoder, we designed our
specialized instructions to resemble the instructions they are based on. Our
specialized instructions differ from their base instructions in only one respect:
the specialized ones interpret their immediate fields as index IDs, rather than
memory offsets. This means that, like these memory offsets, the size of the index
IDs is limited to twelve bits. We use the most significant bit of the index ID to
indicate whether the index should be interpreted as an index into the Key Table,
or an index into the current frame on the Context Stack. This leaves us with
eleven bits to encode the ID itself.

The mksc and mkcc instructions each require two index ID operands, a source
ID and a destination ID. For this reason, we based these instructions on the
RISC-V instruction that can encode the longest immediate field, which is 20
bits long. The semantics of the instructions defines the type of index IDs they
operate on, so we do not have to encode it in the MSB. The mksc instruction has
a static ID (index into the Key Table) and a dynamic ID (index into the current
context frame) as its operands, and the mkcc instruction has two dynamic IDs as
operands. The size of these pairs of index IDs cannot exceed the available 20 bits.
We therefore limit the size of dynamic IDs to nine bits, and the size of static
IDs to eleven bits. This limits the size of the Key Table to 2048 entries and the
size of the context frames to 512 slots. We analyzed a large number of programs
and found that 512 is a realistic limit to the number of dynamic keys in a single
context frame. We discuss the security impact of the Key Table size and how to
handle programs that could use a larger number of keys in Section 9. The other
context management instructions, drpush and drpop, are pseudo-instructions
using the Control and Status Registers (CSR) interface.

7.2 Processor Pipeline

We modified the core pipeline to enable interaction with the Key Cache and
Context Cache, as shown in Figure 4. The modified pipeline sends static and
dynamic IDs to the Key Cache or Context Cache, which respond with the
corresponding statically or dynamically assigned encryption keys respectively.
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Core Pipeline

Fetch1 Fetch2 Decode Execute Memory Write Back

Key Cache

Tag Array Data Array

Context Cache

Data Array Controller

Fig. 4. Overview of the modified Rocket core, showing the interaction between the
original core pipeline, the Key Cache and Context Cache added by HARD.

Key Cache The Key Cache is a fully-associative cache that services requests
for static IDs by loading the corresponding keys from its data array or from the
Key Table in the memory. The Key Cache has two components: the pipeline
depicted in Figure 4 and a miss handler. The cache has a tag array, containing
a set of (valid , id , offset) tuples. For a static ID whose key is currently present
in the Key Cache’s data array, this tuple gives us the offset of that static ID’s
corresponding encryption key in the data array. The data array has a size of
2KiB, which means that it can contain 256 keys. If the core pipeline requests a
key that is not present in the data array, the miss handler loads that key directly
from the Key Table. Keys are never written back to memory upon eviction from
the data array because the Key Table cannot be updated at run time.

Due to the tag array access and tag matching, our Key Cache takes two cycles
to respond to a request, even if the requested key is present in the data array.
To avoid stalling the Execute stage, we forward the raw instruction bytes from
the Fetch2 stage to the Key Cache. The Key Cache uses a minimal decoder to
determine if the forwarded instruction contains a static ID. If the instruction does
indeed contain a static ID, the Key Cache will look up the corresponding key
immediately. This allows the Key Cache to provide the Execute stage with the
appropriate key without stalling if the key was present in the cache. Otherwise,
it will stall the pipeline to fetch the key from the memory.

Context Cache The Context Cache consists of two major components, the
stack controller and the data array, following the design of a hardware stack with
on-chip memory presented in earlier work [32]. The cache has dedicated registers
to keep track of the locations of three context frames: the previous frame, the
current (activated) frame, and the next frame. The Context Cache’s data array
is 1KiB, which is sufficient to store the top 128 slots on the Context Stack.

When the program copies an encryption key to the Context Stack using the
mkcc or mksc instructions, the key will be stored directly in the corresponding
slot of the next frame in the Cache’s data array. This allows the Context Stack
to minimize costly memory accesses. Whenever the program executes a drpush
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or drpop instruction to activate a different frame, the stack controller updates
the dedicated registers accordingly. After executing one of these instructions, the
cache may evict the oldest entries or fetch entries from memory depending on the
available space in the data array. Eviction, fetching, and changes to the context
frame registers happen at the last stage of the pipeline. This creates a possible
hazard for other instructions accessing the Context Cache. We therefore modified
the pipeline so that whenever a drpush or drpop instruction is decoded, or an
eviction or fetch is in progress, any instructions that access the context cache are
stalled until the drpush/drpop has finished executing, or the eviction/fetch has
completed.

8 Evaluation

We implemented and tested several configurations of HARD’s analysis and
instrumentation passes and compared them to prior DSR implementations:

– The Prior DSR configuration mimics prior DSR implementations. For this
configuration, we implemented a context-insensitive points-to analysis to
calculate the equivalence classes, but we did not instrument accesses to safe
objects and used weak encryption keys for unaligned accesses (cf. subsec-
tion 4.2).

– The Full Key Size configuration uses the same analysis, but uses full 8-byte
keys for all memory accesses (including unaligned accesses).

– The Full Context Insensitive configuration also uses the context-
insensitive analysis, but encrypts accesses to all equivalence classes rather
than just the unsafe ones.

– The Context Sensitive configuration uses HARD’s context-sensitive anal-
ysis to calculate equivalence classes.

8.1 Performance

We measured the run-time overhead of all four of HARD’s configurations and
evaluated them with and without our architectural support. We instantiated
HARD on a Xilinx Zynq ZC702 evaluation board using the Rocket Chip Gener-
ator [2]. The board has an FPGA running at 25MHz and has 256MiB of DDR3
memory. We ran the RISC-V port of the Linux kernel 4.1.17, and modified the
kernel to initialize the Key Table and Context Stack on program startup. As our
prototyping platform is severely resource constrained, we evaluated the run-time
performance using the SPEC CINT 2000 instead of the more recent SPEC CPU
2006. For the same reason, we also ran the benchmark programs on the train
inputs, as the board does not have enough memory to use the ref inputs.

Table 1 shows our evaluation results for the four configurations. For the Prior
DSR configuration, we only have the results for software-only DSR as our hardware
does not support variable-length keys. Each increasingly secure configuration
incurs additional overhead, which is substantially reduced by HARD’s hardware
component. The overhead of the most precise configuration is 6.61% with hardware
support, while the overhead of the software-only implementation is 40.96%.
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Benchmark
Prior DSR Full Key Size Full Ctx Insensitive Ctx Sensitive

SW Only SW Only HW Supp. SW Only HW Supp. SW Only HARD

164.gzip 11.42% 40.17% 3.19% 70.63% 4.43% 70.94% 7.68%
175.vpr 20.14% 40.29% 8.67% 51.24% 9.64% 51.57% 9.81%
176.gcc 12.35% 22.43% 3.23% 29.00% 3.93% 34.68% 6.37%
181.mcf 7.91% 7.88% 3.70% 7.80% 3.74% 7.85% 3.69%
186.crafty 35.61% 58.81% 6.77% 68.20% 7.03% 70.83% 8.04%
197.parser 3.59% 7.21% 0.43% 17.97% 0.87% 25.17% 4.70%
252.eon 10.85% 17.51% 6.18% 18.21% 5.55% 22.59% 8.88%
253.perlbmk 1.65% 1.58% 0.46% 22.22% 1.35% 23.19% 1.11%
254.gap 14.69% 14.20% 5.75% 21.48% 6.32% 24.26% 6.64%
255.vortex 11.95% 28.32% 2.58% 28.75% 4.33% 43.68% 12.33%
256.bzip2 8.52% 76.04% 5.17% 83.92% 6.81% 83.98% 5.78%
300.twolf 16.11% 29.11% 3.51% 48.43% 4.47% 54.13% 4.70%

geomean 12.60% 26.99% 4.11% 36.96% 4.85% 40.96% 6.61%

Table 1. Run-time overhead of HARD and software-only DSR on SPEC CINT 2000.
HARD’s run-time overhead is lower than prior DSR implementations, which provide
weaker security guarantee due to their less precise analyses and performance-oriented
optimizations.

Bench- Prior Context Context Bench- Prior Context Context
mark DSR Insensitive Sensitive mark DSR Insensitive Sensitive

164.gzip 77 127 ( 64.9%) 145 ( 88.3%) nginx 250 348 (39.2%) 1396 (458.4%)
175.vpr 630 717 ( 13.8%) 801 ( 27.1%) ProFTPD 424 646 (52.4%) 818 ( 92.9%)
176.gcc 1221 2115 ( 73.2%) 2957 (142.2%) sshd 266 352 (32.3%) 412 ( 54.9%)
181.mcf 37 41 ( 10.8%) 41 ( 10.8%) WU-FTPD 579 719 (24.2%) 745 ( 28.7%)
186.crafty 943 1133 ( 20.2%) 1161 ( 23.1%) sudo 125 145 (16.0%) 178 ( 42.4%)
197.parser 289 343 ( 18.7%) 443 ( 53.3%) mcrypt 177 223 (26.0%) 257 ( 45.2%)
252.eon 1160 1556 ( 34.1%) 1722 ( 48.5%)
253.perlbmk 268 491 ( 83.2%) 528 ( 97.0%)
254.gap 196 394 (101.0%) 499 (154.6%)
255.vortex 763 911 ( 19.4%) 1598 (109.4%)
256.bzip2 71 96 ( 35.2%) 106 ( 49.3%)
300.twolf 442 692 ( 56.6%) 797 ( 80.3%)

precision
( 41.4%) ( 68.1%)

precision
(31.2%) ( 88.2%)

increase increase

Table 2. The number of static equivalence classes that each analysis finds. For real
world programs, HARD identifies and distinguishes 88.2% more equivalence classes.
The impact was notable in case of nginx (458.4%), a widely used web server.

8.2 Area Overhead

We used the yosys open synthesis suite to measure the hardware cost of HARD,
and found that HARD adds 21% die area to an unmodified core. Since HARD
makes modifications to the processor core and L1 caches only and yosys is unable
to model L2 caches, the area cost is relative to the unmodified processor core
+ L1 cache only. This number would, in other words, be much lower if we also
took L2 into consideration, or if we added HARD to a larger core such as those
found in a mainstream x86 CPU.

8.3 Precision

HARD can only stop data-oriented attacks if it can place the legitimate targets
of attacker-controlled instructions in different equivalence classes than memory
locations the attacker wishes to access. If an attacker-controlled instruction
accesses a memory location in the same equivalence class as its legitimate targets,
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Benchmark
Context Context

Benchmark
Context Context

Insensitive Sensitive Insensitive Sensitive
Average Max Average Max Average Max Average Max

164.gzip 1.21 8 1.09 8 nginx 3.56 2059 1.29 1318
175.vpr 1.21 71 1.13 48 ProFTPD 1.42 1586 0.88 1063
176.gcc 2.48 2824 1.87 2187 sshd 2.01 331 1.11 220
181.mcf 1.07 3 1.07 3 WU-FTPD 1.44 512 1.15 326
186.crafty 1.11 57 1.08 42 sudo 1.23 105 0.78 90
197.parser 1.73 379 1.41 290 mcrypt 1.01 151 0.90 140
252.eon 1.47 519 1.23 273
253.perlbmk 4.13 1875 4.24 1872
254.gap 4.18 1355 3.73 1270
255.vortex 2.99 1521 3.73 1071
256.bzip2 1.11 11 1.01 3
300.twolf 1.05 18 0.91 9

Table 3. Number of allocations per equivalence class.

an attack will likely succeed. This property also applies to other defenses that
rely on static analysis to restrict data flow, including Data-Flow Integrity [5] and
WIT [1]. Thus, it is important that the analysis distinguishes memory accesses
into as many distinct equivalence classes as possible.

To demonstrate the added security of our context-sensitive analysis, we
compiled several programs using three of the four different configurations of
HARD and we counted the number of encrypted equivalence classes under each
configuration. We excluded Full Key Size from this comparison, as it uses the
exact same equivalence classes as Prior DSR. Table 2 shows the number of
encrypted equivalence classes for each configuration, as well as the percentage
increase from the first configuration.

We observe that HARD yields an increased number of equivalence classes
compared to prior work and context-insensitive DSR. The greatest increase
in the number of equivalence classes was for nginx. One of the reasons for
the large improvement is that nginx uses a single logging function called from
many different program locations. When using a context-insensitive analysis,
all arguments to this function must be placed into a single equivalence class.
With the context-sensitive analysis used by HARD, the arguments to the logging
function are in independent equivalence classes for different calling contexts. The
loss of precision from a context-insensitive analysis increases the chances that
an attacker will manage to find vulnerable code that encrypts data with the
desired encryption key. It is important to note that the additional equivalence
classes identified and protected by HARD include memory that is considered
safe and thus left unencrypted by prior work (cf. subsection 4.2). This gives
HARD additional resistance against temporal memory vulnerabilities such as
use-after-free or uninitialized-read.

Another important security property is the size of the equivalence classes,
since the larger an equivalence class gets, the easier it generally becomes to
illegitimately access variables within that class. To quantify equivalence class
sizes, we modified our analyses to track the number of allocation sites (global,
stack, and heap) contained within an equivalence class. For global and stack
allocations, these correspond to variable declarations, for heap allocations they
are calls to heap allocator functions like malloc. We counted both the average and
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maximum number of allocation sites per equivalence class, as shown in Table 3.
The results show that, in general, the context-sensitive analysis used by HARD
gives lower number of allocation sites across the benchmarks. Note that some
benchmarks actually show an increase in average number of allocation sites. This
is because an allocation site can be counted multiple times in different contexts
with context sensitive analysis.

8.4 Real World Exploit

We evaluated our Context Sensitive configuration against a recent data-oriented
attack presented by Hu et al. [13]. Instead of porting the attack to the RISC-V
platform, we tested the software-only variant of HARD on x86 platform. The
attack exploits a format string vulnerability in the wu-ftpd server to perform
privilege escalation. Specifically, the attack overwrites a global pointer to a
struct passwd. The overwritten pointer is later read and then dereferenced by
the server, and the dereferenced value is interpreted as a user ID. This user ID is
subsequently used as an argument for a setuid call. By overwriting the global
pointer with the address of a memory location that contains a value of 0, which is
the user ID of the root user, the attacker escalates the privileges of the vulnerable
application.

We built two versions of the wu-ftpd binary: a base and a HARD’ened version.
We then tested the exploit against both versions. The exploit was successful
against the base version, but did not work against the HARD’ened version. While
the attacker is still able to overwrite the pointer in the HARD’ened version,
the subsequent read used a different encryption key than the instruction that
overwrote the pointer, making it impossible for the attacker to reliably control the
outcome of the overwrite. This causes the argument to the setuid call to be an
unpredictable value. HARD identifies three equivalence classes involved in this
exploit: the class accessed by the vulnerable instruction during valid executions,
the class of the pointer variable, and the class used for dereferences of the pointer.
These classes are accessed using distinct keys, kv, kp, and kd respectively. To
reliably control the result of this exploit an attacker would have to guess two
64-bit secret values, kv ⊕ kp and kd, and therefore has a low chance of succeeding.

9 Limitations

Hardware Limitations. HARD limits the size of static IDs to eleven bits,
which limits the number of equivalence classes with distinct keys to 2048. To run
programs with over 2048 equivalence classes, we are forced to assign some static
IDs to multiple equivalence classes. Other techniques that have a space constraint
imposed on the protection mechanism are also limited in the protection they
can provide. For example, the entries in the color table used by WIT [1] are
1-byte long, which limits WIT to use 256 distinct colors at most. HARD’s limit
of 2048 IDs allows it to protect much more complex programs than WIT. The
security impact of static ID reuse could be reduced by carefully choosing which
equivalence classes may share IDs.

Known Plaintext Attacks. Like the other DSR schemes, HARD is vul-
nerable against known plaintext attacks because it uses xor operations with
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fixed keys to encrypt data. If an attacker discloses encrypted data and knows
the plaintext data, then she can recover the key which can be used to craft a
successful payload. However, to reliably disclose data, she must know the data
layout of the target program. Randomizing this data layout using ASLR or more
fine-grained layout randomization can therefore mitigate this attack vector [9].

Lack of Integrity. Randomizing data using xor operations does not provide
any integrity checking. This gives the attacker leeway to exchange encrypted
data within the same equivalence class without knowing the key. In order to craft
an exploit using this technique, the attacker will still need to know the meaning
of the encrypted data, although they do not need to know the exact plaintext
value. This is analogous to the limitation of many CFI approaches where an
adversary can swap a pointer with another pointer as long as both pointers are
allowed targets for a given indirect branch. The lack of integrity checking is an
example of a performance-security trade off, and like CFI, DSR makes attacks
substantially harder to construct.

Attacks on Skewed Values. Another attack vector against DSR is to target
variables for which the range of valid values is a small subset of the possible
values for the data type. An example is Boolean variables in C programs. A
memory byte representing a Boolean value can have 28 different values, but
only one of them will be interpreted as false. If an attacker wishes to change a
false value to true, the attack will have a high probability of succeeding. In
practice, many C programs are written such that Boolean variables will only
have a limited number of values, often just 0 or 1. Attacks targeting these values
could be mitigated by using a range analysis to identify the valid ranges and
inserting checks to ensure the plaintext data is always within the allowed range.

Deployment Challenges. Hardware components have a longer time-to-
market than a software based solution. However, hardware vendors have shown
that they are willing to develop hardware components designed to prevent
memory corruption exploits. Intel now provides Memory Protection Extension
for bounds checking [31], and Control-Flow Enforcement Technology for control
flow integrity [16]. These commercial offerings are driven by consumer demand
for effective defenses with low overhead. HARD provides protection against a
wide range of exploits with low performance overhead, using moderate amounts
of hardware resources, so we feel it justifies the additional deployment challenges
associated with a hardware-based solution.

10 Related Work

DSR was first proposed by Bhatkar et al. [3] and Cadar et al. [4]. Compared with
those works, HARD provides greater security by using context-sensitive analysis
and by randomizing all data using strong keys, which can be done efficiently
thanks to our hardware support.

Data-Flow Integrity (DFI) [5] and Write Integrity Testing (WIT) [1] also
perform alias analysis to build a set of equivalence classes and define a data-flow
policy. However, they instrument the code to enforce the data flow and do not
randomize the data representation. Both DFI and WIT used a context-insensitive
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analysis, so HARD can stop attacks that are not detected by either DFI or WIT
due to the imprecise analysis. Thanks to its architectural support, HARD also
incurs less performance overhead.

HDFI [33] introduced the notion of Data-flow Isolation, which allows a pro-
gram to place sensitive data in isolated memory regions effectively and efficiently.
The HDFI hardware is used to classify instructions and prevent those in one
group from accessing the memory accessed by the instructions in the other group.
However, HDFI only supports two groups because it uses one bit to distinguish
each group. HARD can classify the memory regions into 211 groups as it uses
11-bit IDs to identify which class an instruction should access. HDFI is not
accompanied with an automated way to classify the instructions, while HARD
relieves developers from this burden.

Enforcement of memory safety also mitigates data-only attacks because most
attacks violate memory safety. Memory safety enforcement usually does not rely
on the precision of static analysis and it provides a deterministic protection. A
number of either software-only or hardware-based memory safety mechanisms
have been proposed. However, some of these mechanisms cannot handle memory
reallocation correctly [11,6,12,34]. Others are incompatible with unprotected
external code [29,35]. More recently Softbound [27] used fat pointers with disjoint
metadata to prevent violation of spatial memory safety and maintain compatibility
with unprotected external binaries, and low fat pointer mechanisms [19,18] have
also been proposed to reduce the performance cost. Subsequently, CETS [28]
was proposed to prevent the violation of temporal safety by using identifier to
track the allocation states and disjoint metadata. Later DangSan, DangNull,
FreeSentry and Oscar [17,23,37,10] addressed this by nullifying, invalidating or
not reusing the pointers to the freed objects.

Yang and Shin propose using a hypervisor to encrypt memory pages to provide
memory secrecy from the operating system and other processes [36]. Similar to our
work, this technique uses hardware (hypervisor mode) to support data encryption.
However, an attempt to extend their technique to provide intra-process data
isolation would change the page lifetime assumptions of their paper substantially,
and incur substantial performance and memory overhead.

Works such as SeCage [25] or Intel’s MPK [15] are designed to restrict memory
access to protect secrets. These techniques could be used to control access to
the encryption keys in HARD. However, these systems are primarily intended
for infrequently used secrets, while HARD does consider any data “secret” and
encrypts all program data. Our proposed hardware cache therefore provides a
performant solution to protect many keys.

11 Conclusion

In this paper we present HARD, a hardware-assisted defense against memory
corruption attacks. HARD provides stronger protection than prior data space
randomization implementations, with lower overhead. Our protection is stronger
than prior work because (i) we use a context-sensitive analysis to distinguish more
illegitimate data flows, (ii) we encrypt all possible equivalence classes to protect
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against all types of memory errors, and (iii) we always use 8-byte encryption
keys to ensure sufficient key entropy.

Our hardware extension allows us to provide strong protection with low
overhead. HARD’s overhead is just 6.61% on average, which is 6 times lower
than a software-only implementation of the same policy. The specialized hardware
also protects encryption keys from information disclosure attacks.
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